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4. Flow in Sport
Christian Swann

Abstract: Sport offers rich opportunities to experience flow by posing both mental and
physical challenges. Studies specifically investigating flow in sport were first published in
1992. Since then a body of empirical research has emerged in this area, which this chapter
aims to review in terms of: (i) the methods commonly used to study flow in sport (i.e.,
interviews, questionnaires, and the Experience Sampling Method); and (ii) key research
themes (i.e., the experience, occurrence, controllability and correlates of flow in sport). In
turn, current issues within this field are examined, and recommendations are made for future
research, including the need to build towards a causal explanation of flow, and potential
refinement in understanding how athletes experience these optimal states.
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4.1 Introduction
Sports commonly involve highly structured, goal directed, and rule-bound activities,
competition with oneself and/or others, and require a high level of commitment (Kent 2006).
These activities also demand either vigorous physical exertion or the use of relatively
complex physical skills which are often performed in the presence of spectators. Indeed,
elements of risk (e.g., injury), exposure to environmental conditions (i.e., the weather), and
interactions with team mates, coaches, opponents and referees can all be present in sporting
activities. Importantly, these factors present a variety of both mental and physical challenges,
meaning that sporting activities are particularly well suited to experiencing flow states (e.g.,
Jackson and Csikszentmihalyi 1999).
Flow is highly desirable for athletes due to the association between flow and peak
performance (Jackson and Roberts 1992; Landhäußer and Keller 2012). This relationship is
particularly relevant to elite athletes for whom the margins between success and failure in
competition are often extremely small (Nicholls et al. 2005). Experiencing flow also has a
range of psychological benefits, such as enhanced wellbeing (Haworth 1993) and selfconcept (Jackson et al. 2001). Therefore, understanding and applying the concept of flow
within sport is of great interest to athletes, coaches, practitioners (e.g., sport psychologists),
and researchers.
Athletes such as rock climbers and basketball players were included in
Csikszentmihalyi’s (1975) original work, and the first studies of flow to be published in sport
journals emerged in 1992 (Jackson 1992; Jackson and Roberts 1992; Kimiecik and Stein
1992). Since then a body of sport-specific flow research has grown, including studies that are
considered classics in the field (Jackson 1995, 1996); books (e.g., Jackson and
Csikszentmihalyi 1999) and academic book chapters (e.g., Jackson and Kimiecik 2008;
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Jackson and Eklund 2012); and reviews of this research (e.g., Swann et al. 2012a). Therefore,
this field has made important progress since the early 1990s.
Despite these advances in research, however, “there is a degree of uncertainty as to
when flow states occur” in sport (Chavez 2008:71). These experiences are often perceived to be
elusive, rare, and unpredictable (e.g., Aherne et al. 2011), and the experience of flow has even
been regarded as one of the least understood phenomena in sport (Jackson and
Csikszentmihalyi 1999). Hence there are a range of unresolved and pressing issues for
researchers to address. This chapter aims is to review empirical research on flow in sport, in
terms of: (i) the methods which have commonly been used; and (ii) empirical findings from
studies into key research themes in this area. In doing so, this chapter will examine current
issues within this field, and identify recommendations for future research aiming to increase
opportunities for individuals to experience flow in sport.

4.2 Methods of Studying Flow in Sport
The nature of flow as a relatively brief, rare, and unpredictable state presents measurement
challenges in sport. Indeed, it is suggested that “one of the greatest challenges in flow
research…is finding ways to assess the experience itself accurately and reliably… No single
measurement approach will be able to provide trouble-free assessments of the flow
experience” (Jackson and Kimiecik 2008:395). For example, psychophysiological and
neuroscientific approaches have been used to study flow in other domain (e.g., de Manzano et
al. 2010; Keller et al. 2011; Peifer et al. 2014; Harmat et al. 2015) however little, if any,
research using these approaches has been conducted in sport as yet. This is due to issues such
as the movement involved in most sporting activities which make such data collection more
difficult. As a result, most research in sport has sought to measure flow after it has occurred,
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and three main methods have been employed: (i) interviews; (ii) questionnaires; and (iii) the
Experience Sampling Method.

4.2.1 Interviews
The exploration of subjective experience lends itself to qualitative methods, which can
provide rich insights, detailed descriptions, and important understanding of flow from the
athlete’s perspective (Stavrou et al. 2007). In particular, semi-structured interviews have been
used to investigate how athletes experience flow, and to understand the factors involved in
flow occurrence. For example, Jackson’s (1995, 1996) early interview-based studies with
elite athletes provided some of the first insights into the experience and occurrence of flow in
sport, and are some of the most-cited studies in this field. Subsequently, researchers have
attempted to build upon this understanding by exploring flow in different sports such as
tennis (Young 2000), swimming (Bernier et al. 2009), and golf (Swann et al. 2012b, 2015a,
2015b, 2016). Interviews can therefore be very valuable in exploratory research, especially
when studying flow in new sporting contexts.
However, a criticism of interviews is that they rely on memory of events which may
have occurred years in the past. Due to their retrospective nature, athletes’ accounts can be
subject to forgetting details (Yarrow et al. 1970) or biased recall of their experiences (e.g., the
“rose tinted glasses” effect; Brewer et al. 1991). Small samples appropriate for this type of
research and the interpretive biases of researchers may also influence results, especially
during analysis of data (Jackson and Kimiecik 2008). In some cases (e.g., Jackson 1995),
researchers have provided relatively in-depth definitions of flow during interviews which
could bias the resulting accounts provided by participants (Swann et al. 2012a). Therefore, a
challenge for researchers conducting interviews on flow is to introduce a state which athletes
may not be immediately familiar with (Jackson 1992) in a way that does not bias their
4

accounts (e.g., see Swann et al. 2015a, 2015b). Researchers should also consider whether
‘career-based’ interviews are most suited to their design (see Swann et al. 2016). Overall,
interviews are well suited to the study of subjective states such as flow, and are an important
way of refining and developing understanding of flow in sport and in new settings (see Sect.
4.3 in this chapter).

4.2.2 Questionnaires
Questionnaires have also been used extensively to measure flow in sport. This approach is
particularly suited to intervention research and that examining relationships between flow and
other constructs. Jackson and colleagues developed various scales to assess dispositional flow
(or the frequency with which flow is experienced across time) and state flow (the extent to
which flow is experienced in a particular event or performance; Jackson and Eklund 2012).
The Flow State Scale (FSS) and Dispositional Flow Scale (DFS), later modified to the FSS-2
and DFS-2 (Jackson and Marsh 1996; Jackson and Eklund 2002) are considered the Long
Flow Scales and are most widely used. These 36-item questionnaires have nine subscales,
each with four items, to assess Csikszentmihalyi’s nine flow dimensions (see Sect. 4.3.1 in
this chapter), with respondents indicating their agreement with each statement on a five-point
Likert scale. The FSS-2 and DFS-2 have demonstrated good reliability with FSS-2 coefficient
alphas ranging between 0.76 and 0.92, and DFS-2 coefficient alphas ranging from .78 to .90
(Jackson and Eklund 2002; Jackson et al. 2008). Indeed, these scales have been translated
into a range of languages including Greek (Stavrou and Zervas 2004), French (Fournier et al.
2007), and Japanese (Kawabata et al. 2007). Short Flow Scales (nine-item versions; Jackson
et al. 2008) and Core Flow Scales (ten-item scales; Martin and Jackson 2008) have also been
developed to offer brief and practical alternatives to the Long Scales (see Jackson and Eklund
2012).
5

However, there are also limitations of this approach. Kimiecik and Stein (1992)
question the appropriateness of using quantitative, objective measures to investigate such a
subjective state as flow. For example, over-reliance on questionnaires could reduce these
optimal states to numbers and lose the richness of athletes’ experiences. Second, FSS-2
questionnaires are distributed after a certain performance to asses any flow state within that
performance. Given the elusive, unpredictable nature of flow (discussed above), researchers
should guard against the assumption that flow will occur in any sport performance. Instead,
researchers may need to distribute questionnaires after events that are more likely to be
optimally-challenging (e.g., finals), and therefore more likely to facilitate flow than normal
performances (Swann et al. 2012a). Third, it could be difficult to be sure that participants in
performances measured by the FSS-2 were truly in a state of flow. Currently there is little
guidance on how to distinguish between “macro” and “micro” flow experiences
(Csikszentmihalyi 1992) using such questionnaires, or at what point participants would
qualitatively agree that their experience constituted flow. As a possible revision, it would be
helpful if some protocol were established to differentiate flow versus non-flow, or macroflow from micro-flow. For example, an additional question could ask about the extent to
which that athlete would describe the prior performance as flow.

4.2.3 Experience Sampling Method
The Experience Sampling Method (ESM) was developed to obtain data closer to the flow
experience – ideally as it is happening (Csikszentmihalyi and Larson 1987). This method
requires participants to wear a beeper or watch programmed to signal at random times during
a day for a period of one week, during which self-report booklets are used to record
characteristics of flow, plus factors such as mood and motivation (Jackson and Kimiecik
2008). Despite notable examples whereby researchers have used the ESM, or a modified
6

version, effectively within sport (e.g., Delle Fave et al. 2003; Schüler and Brunner, 2009;
Stein et al. 1995), generally, this method has limited use in most sports for practical reasons.
For example, the rules of most sports make it difficult, if not impossible, to stop and record
one’s thoughts and feelings at certain times – especially during competition. The ESM is also
intrusive in that the mere act of stopping to reflect on one’s experience could actually bring
the athlete out of flow in the first place (e.g., Kimiecik and Stein 1992). While the ESM is
used less frequently within sport compared to other domains, the endeavour to collect
experience-near data on flow is valuable. Researchers should continue to seek alternative
ways of collecting data from recent and specific flow states in sport. To achieve this, future
studies are encouraged to explore novel, and perhaps mixed-method designs such as that
employed in Swann et al. (2016; see Sect. 4.4.1).

4.3 Results: Empirical Research on Flow in Sport
Primary themes for research on flow in sport to date include: (i) understanding the experience
of flow from the athlete’s perspective; (ii) exploring flow occurrence in terms of influencing
factors (i.e., those that facilitate, disrupt and prevent flow); (iii) investigating the potential of
controlling and manipulating flow; and (iv) understanding relationships between flow and other
constructs (e.g., mindfulness, mental toughness). The following section discusses empirical
studies addressing each of these issues.

4.3.1 The Experience of Flow in Sport
Studies exploring the experience of flow in sport have tended to adopt a qualitative approach
of interviewing athletes. A number of researchers have adopted a largely deductive approach
to analysis whereby the emphasis was on coding data into Csikszentmihalyi’s framework to
7

understand the relevance of those dimensions across sport (e.g., Jackson, 1996) or in specific
sports including tennis (Young, 2000) and swimming (Bernier et al. 2009). Other researchers
, beginning with Jackson’s (1996) investigation using elite athletes which provided the first
main understanding of how these states are experienced by athletes. Other researchers have
used inductive analysis to let themes/dimensions emerge from their data, which have then
been compared to Csikszentmihalyi’s framework afterwards (e.g., Chavez, 2008; Swann et al.
2015a). This inductive approach is suggested to encourage more critical descriptions of flow
with potential for refined understanding of these experiences within specific sporting contexts
(see Swann et al. 2015a for a discussion).
Through the research to date, flow in sport is generally understood as nine dimensions:
challenge-skill balance, clear goals, unambiguous feedback, concentration on the task at hand,
sense of control, action-awareness merging, loss of self-consciousness, time transformation,
and autotelic experience (see Jackson and Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). In addition, studies have
reported concepts that do not easily reconcile with any of the dimensions proposed by
Csikszentmihalyi. Jackson’s (1996) athletes reported the concepts: aware of effort; remember
hearing the crowd; feel out of body; and as if watching self. Chavez’s (2008) participants
reported relaxed, calm aspects of the flow experience, and a heightened perception of the body.
Similarly, elite swimmers reported a heightened state of bodily awareness during flow,
including a strong heartbeat, a “tingling” sensation in their muscles, and heat in their
extremities (Bernier et al. 2009). Elite golfers also reported altered cognitive and kinaesthetic
perceptions, as well as awareness of being in flow as it occurred (Swann et al. 2015a). It is
not immediately clear as to which of Csikszentmihalyi’s nine dimensions these ideas fit into,
and therefore, researchers should not assume that the nine-dimension framework fits perfectly
or exhaustively to the experience of flow in sport. It is unclear as to whether these extending
dimensions apply across all sports, or vary depending on the nature/demands of certain
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sporting activities. However, it appears that there is scope for further investigation into, and
possible refinement of, the experience of flow in sport. In particular, evidence suggests that a
further dimension could be developed to represent the bodily/kinaesthetic perceptions
reported in these qualitative studies.

4.3.2 The Occurrence of Flow in Sport
To understand how flow occurs in sport, researchers have generally investigated the factors
influencing its occurrence using a qualitative approach. In a systematic review of 17 studies
in elite sport, Swann et al (2012a) summarised ten factors which could facilitate, prevent, or
disrupt flow: focus, preparation, motivation, arousal, thoughts and emotions, confidence,
environmental and situational conditions, feedback, performance, and team play and
interaction (see Sect 15.6, Chap. 15 by van den Hout in this volume). In addition to these
‘core’ influencing factors, facilitators of flow have also emerged as specific to certain sports.
For example, in a study of flow occurrence in jockeys, Jackman et al. (2014) reported optimal
relationship between horse and jockey, and positive horse demeanour and performance to
facilitate flow. Therefore, in regard to its occurrence, flow seems to result from the interaction
of internal states (e.g., focus, arousal, motivation, confidence, thoughts and emotions), external
factors (e.g., environmental and situational conditions, i.e., weather, or course that suited the
athlete) and behavioural factors (e.g., preparation) – which is arguably the case across all
activities.
Despite the progress made by these studies, flow is still considered to be rare, elusive
and unpredictable (see the Introduction of this chapter). Little emphasis has been placed on how
such factors influence flow. Researchers have arguably reached a point where the core
influencing factors are understood (with some task-specific factors expected in new settings).
The next step is to understand the causal mechanisms and processes of flow occurrence, that is,
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to move towards an explanation of these states. Indeed, most understanding of flow occurrence
in sport to date is based on factors associated with flow or its inhibition, i.e., causality has not
been explored. New methodological approaches may be needed, such as the connecting
analysis (Maxwell 2011) that Swann et al (2015b) employed to qualitatively explore the
interactions between facilitating factors and dimensions of flow in European Tour golfers. To
illustrate, that study reported the caddie, effective preparation, and high-quality performance
to be most-influential on flow occurrence, while confidence and concentration emerged as
key constructs underlying the experience. In a separate study, professional golfers reported
that flow occurred as a relatively gradual build-up of confidence and momentum in the
performance (Swann et al. 2016). The chronological accounts of performance enabled by
event-focused interviews hold promise for further exploration of how influencing factors
combine and interact to produce/inhibit flow, which in turn would be helpful in moving
towards an explanation (see Sect. 4.4.1 in this chapter).

4.3.3 The Controllability of Flow in Sport
Investigations into the controllability of flow in sport generally aim to understand if/how flow
can be enhanced (e.g., in terms of the frequency and intensity with which it is experienced).
Intervention studies have attempted to increase flow using hypnosis (e.g., Pates et al. 2002),
imagery (Nicholls et al. 2005), music (Pates et al. 2003), routines (Pain et al. 2011) and
mindfulness (Aherne et al. 2011). In some cases, positive results have been reported, for
example, in studies where increases in flow were found for all participants after the intervention
(Pates et al. 2001, 2002, 2012). Aherne et al. (2011) found that athletes who underwent
mindfulness training reported sizeable increases not only in global flow scores but also
specifically on the dimensions of “clear goals” and “sense of control” compared to a control
group. While advocating the need for further research employing larger samples before firm
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conclusions can be met, these findings seem to provide initial evidence for the potential of
enhancing flow.
However, the results of other interventions are less convincing. For example, increases
in flow were reported for only one of three participants in Lindsay et al. (2005) and two of three
participants in both Pates et al. (2003) and Pates and Maynard (2000). In some cases findings
were small in magnitude which, for example, “makes it unclear whether the changes in flow
and performance are due to the imagery intervention” (Nicholls et al. 2005:56). Lindsay et al.
(2005) also stated that their findings “do not add conclusive support” to the hypothesis that
hypnosis interventions can be used to increase flow and performance (p.173), and suggest that
“there is also the possibility of a Hawthorne effect, meaning changes in performance might
merely be a result of being involved in the investigation” (p.174).
Furthermore, a number of issues are apparent in the interventions reported here. The
extent to which these interventions transfer to real-world performance (i.e., their ecological
validity) could be questioned as most strategies have focused on skills which athletes could
only use pre-performance. For example, athletes are unlikely to use hypnosis or be hypnotised
during competitive performance; and it is not possible to select or listen to music during
competition in many sports. The skills involved should be matched to the causal influencing
factors and dimensions of flow, and the personality characteristics of the individual. Based on
the present findings, these could revolve around thorough preparation, task-focus, coping
strategies, goal-setting, motivational exercises, confidence building, and arousal manipulation.
Furthermore, a number of interventions have assessed flow in the execution of a specific skill,
such as golf putting (Pates et al. 2001) or shooting in basketball (Pates et al. 2003). This
isolation of skills could also reduce ecological validity of the intervention as flow experiences,
as qualitatively reported by athletes, are arguably most likely to occur throughout every aspect
of one’s performance.
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4.3.3.1 Qualitative findings regarding the control and manipulation of flow
In addition to intervention studies, researchers have explored athletes’ perceptions regarding
the controllability of flow (e.g., Jackson 1995; Chavez 2008). On average, 66% of elite
athletes perceive flow to be controllable, with an average of 26.5% of participants perceiving
flow to be difficult or impossible to control (see Swann et al, 2012a for review). Although these
findings are specific to the elite level, it is interesting that they seem to contradict the common
suggestions that flow is an elusive and unpredictable state. In addition, Chavez (2008) reported
that 81% of athletes in his sample perceived that it was possible to restore or reinstate flow after
disruption. Themes including positive thinking, relaxing, clearing the mind and building
confidence were reported by these athletes as factors that can restore flow. Similarly, elite
golfers reported that they could manage their flow states in order to maximise and prolong the
experience (Swann et al. 2015a, 2015b). Therefore, most research to date has focused on the
initiation of flow, but there is also great potential (e.g., from an applied perspective) to
understand if/how athletes from various sports and standards can manage and manipulate flow
during performance. For example, professional golfers reported that positive distraction or
dissociation from the task was important for prolonging their flow states (Swann et al. 2015b).

4.3.4 Correlates of Flow in Sport
Correlational research has also been conducted to explore constructs related to flow in sport.
Studies have referred to specific concepts or personality traits which are suggested to increase
an athlete’s likelihood of experiencing flow. For example, associations have been found
between dispositional flow and athlete engagement (Hodge et al. 2009), mental toughness
(Crust and Swann 2013), mindfulness (e.g., Cathcart et al. 2014), confidence (e.g., Koehn
2013) and high perceived ability (Jackson and Roberts 1992), psychological skill proficiency
(Jackson et al 2001), and mastery orientation (Kowal and Fortier 1999), amongst others. Flow
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was also reported to significantly predict athletes’ performance (Stavrou et al. 2007), while
relationships between skill level and flow (Catley and Duda, 1997) suggest that elite athletes
may experience flow more frequently than those at recreational level. These correlations can
be helpful in exploring the effects or consequences of flow (e.g,. performance), as well as
(indirectly) some of its possible antecedents (e.g., athlete engagement).

4.4 Discussion
The aim of this chapter was to review empirical research on flow in sport, in terms of
methods commonly used, and empirical findings from studies into primary research themes
in this area. Since the first studies emerged in 1992, this field has grown considerably and
researchers have made important contributions to understanding of these highly sought-after
psychological states. Understanding how to help individuals gain such positive experiences
from sport on a regular basis holds great importance for athletes ranging from young
participants to elite performers. In turn, this field has great potential for athletes, coaches,
practitioners, and even governing bodies (e.g., to encourage enjoyment and engagement in
their sport). While important progress has been made, there are also a number of pressing
issues which should be addressed by researchers aiming to continue advancing this field.

4.4.1 Future Directions in the Study of Flow in Sport

4.4.1.1 Developing an explanation of flow occurrence
Issues surrounding the occurrence of flow in sport are arguably most pressing, especially
considering the current lack of a causal explanation for these states which means that flow is
still perceived to be elusive. Researchers should start moving beyond identification of factors
13

associated with flow, to develop understanding of how those factors influence its occurrence,
the necessary and sufficient conditions for flow, and the mechanisms and processes through
which flow occurs. This endeavour will benefit from the use of novel and innovative research
designs aiming to collect “experience-near” data on flow - essentially a more practical
alternative to the ESM within sport. Seifert and Hedderson (2010) could be a template for
such work, as they observed participants at a skate park and then interviewed participants
soon afterwards to explore whether they had experienced flow. Such a focus on specific,
recent flow states holds promise in this area and could be useful for understanding flow
occurrence in a way that moves beyond factors simply associated with these experiences.
Preliminary support for this approach was reported using event-focused interviews with
professional golfers (Swann et al. 2016), which provided a more chronological perspective of
flow occurrence.

4.4.1.2 Refined understanding of the nature of flow in sport
It is also important to understand how the nature of flow may differ across sporting activities,
with particular reference to a number of themes emerging in recent research. As discussed
above, there is scope to develop refined understanding of how athletes experience flow in
sport, including the possible expansion of Csikszentmihalyi’s nine dimensions framework to
encompass the heightened bodily awareness/perceptions reported in some qualitative studies
(Bernier et al. 2009; Chavez 2008; Swann et al. 2015a). Researchers should seek to establish
the extent to which such perceptions are reported across sports, or whether they are specific
to activities of a certain type. For example, in swimming awareness of the body’s state is
highly relevant, and could be regarded as being part of the task itself, whereas other sports
need reactions to changing external stimuli (e.g., tennis, soccer) and awareness of one’s body
could even hinder good performance.
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Furthermore, elite golfers have reported awareness of being in flow as it occurs, and
using specific strategies to manage and maximise their flow states (Swann et al. 2015a,
2015b). Researchers should explore whether athletes in different types of activity report
similar perceptions regarding such awareness and management of flow, for example in sports
with a much shorter duration (e.g., sprinting). Golfers have also reported being able to
recognise flow in their competitors, through factors such as body language, facial expression,
and behaviour (Swann et al. 20145a. Further research on this issue with in other sports could
be particularly useful from an applied perspective, and relevant to coaches and practitioners
(e.g., sport psychologists). For example, if coaches can recognise when their athletes are in
flow they may be able to respond accordingly in training and competition, in terms of
knowing when to give advice, and when to avoid talking to, and possibly distracting, the
athlete. In turn, effective management of flow by coaches has potential to enhance athletes’
subjective experience, performance, and learning (i.e., during training).
Finally, there is increasing attention on team flow (e.g., Aubé et al. 2014; Walker
2010; see Chap. 15 by van den Hout in this volume). Despite previous calls, little attention
has been placed on the possibility of team flow within sport as yet. Bakker et al (2011)
quantitatively assessed flow in soccer teams, reporting that flow at the team level is higher
when the match results in a draw or a win than a loss. To supplement this initial study,
qualitative exploration with athletes from team sports would provide detail and richer insights
into the possibility of shared experiences of flow (e.g., using focus groups).

4.4.1.3 Flow interventions in sport
A multi-faceted intervention including psychological, physical and social factors may be the
most appropriate approach for enhancing flow in sport, rather than testing the influence of
certain mental skills on flow (as has been the case to date). The skills involved should be
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matched to the causal influencing factors and dimensions of flow, and the personality
characteristics of the individual. Based on the studies reviewed in this chapter, such skills could
revolve around thorough preparation, task-focus, coping strategies, goal-setting, motivational
exercises, confidence building, and arousal manipulation. No such intervention appears to have
been conducted as yet, presenting a further recommendation for researchers in this area.

4.4.1.4 Conclusion
Sport is a rich environment for individuals to experience flow, and for researchers to build
understanding of these optimal states. While good progress has been made since the early
1990s, a number of issues remain in the study of flow in sport. The challenge for researchers
in this field is to find ways of addressing them in order to help individuals flourish in sport
and experience flow on a regular basis.
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